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Abstract: This paper presents an advanced dynamic voltage restorer with integrated energy optimal
compensation (EOC-DVR), which combines the advantages of pre-sag compensation and energy
minimization compensation. The performance parameters of the EOC-DVR, such as the compen-
satory capability, loss of energy, and duration of compensation, can be balanced by this optimal
compensation strategy. Additionally, the impact on the load is further reduced by the proposed
method. By analyzing the working process of optimal comprehensive energy, the compensation
limit of the strategy is discussed. After that, both the voltage and active power of the system for
compensating are obtained by analyzing the compensation characteristics of the strategy. Therefore,
the relations of the formula and curve between the related physical quantities can be obtained. Finally,
simulation results based on MATLAB/Simulink are provided to verify the effectiveness of proposed
compensation method.

Keywords: dynamic voltage restorer; integrated energy optimal compensation; energy minimized
compensation; pre-sag compensation

1. Introduction

With the increase in power demand, power users demand high standards of power
quality, such as harmonics, voltage sag, three-phase unbalance, etc. [1,2]. Voltage sag has
become an important index affecting power quality in recent years [3]. When voltage
sag occurs, it will lead to downtime risks for some sensitive equipment. Therefore, it is
necessary to consider reasonable and effective methods to compensate for the voltage
sag [4,5]. A dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) reduces the effect of voltage sag on the load by
injecting a compensating voltage with controllable amplitude and phase. This is the most
economical and effective method to restore the dropped voltage [6].

Voltage sag is made up of sag in amplitude and a jump in phase angle. An in-phase
compensation method with the characteristics of simple control, fast compensation speed,
and large voltage compensation range is proposed to solve this problem [7–9], which means
that when the grid voltage sags, the dynamic voltage restorer only compensates the am-
plitude of the sags, but not the jump phase. Therefore, the amplitude of the compensated
voltage is the same as the voltage before the sags, but the phase is different. However, the
compensation effect of this strategy is optimal only when the voltage amplitude decreases
and the phase does not jump. J. D. Barros et al. [10] and Li B H et al. [11] presented a
pre-sag compensation method by which the amplitude and phase angle can be solved
simultaneously. However, the demand for active power output is not satisfactory. C. N. Ho
et al. [12] and Choi S et al. [13] presented an energy-minimized compensation whose most
ideal state of minimum energy compensation is to make the phase of compensation voltage
perpendicular to the load current and the compensation effect of the minimum energy
compensation strategy is mainly determined by the degree of voltage sag. Secondly, since
the minimum energy compensation always seeks to minimize the output active power,
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sometimes, the compensated voltage will cause phase jump, which will affect the normal
operation of the load. This method can realize reactive power compensation when the
voltage sag is shallow. However, when the voltage sag is deep, the injected voltage will
be relatively larger in amplitude because it brings the phase jumps artificially. Hence,
this method is not appropriate for critical sensitive loads. D. M. Vilathgamuwa et al. [14]
presented an improved energy-minimized compensation method, which is suitable for
the constant power angle load but not sensitive loads. H. K. Al-Hadidi et al. [15,16] pre-
sented an improved energy-minimized compensation with a new topology. However, this
solution requires a bulky and costly inductor to meet the high-power and low-frequency
requirements. A time-optimized compensation strategy is presented in papers [17,18],
which extends the duration of compensation to a certain extent. However, the calculation
of this strategy is large and complicated, which is not convenient for engineering appli-
cations. The compound compensation strategy for DVR is proposed, as mentioned in
the paper [19,20], to combine the advantages of both the pre-sag compensation and the
in-phase compensation. In the power supply system of the renewable energy networks,
DVR can achieve high-quality power supply for the renewable energy networks. This will
benefit the development of renewable energy networks.

An integrated energy optimal compensation, named EOC-DVR, is proposed in this
paper. This compensation strategy makes use of the advantage that the minimum energy
compensation can realize zero active power compensation when the voltage drop is shallow,
and the full voltage compensation can provide the longest compensation time when the
voltage drop is deep. The optimal time for switching between the two basic compensation
strategies is obtained. Specific analysis is made on the energy loss in the compensation
process. In addition, when the required compensation voltage of the power grid exceeds
the maximum compensation voltage output by the DVR, considering the compensation
strategy under the limit compensation voltage constraint, it ensures the normal operation
of the power grid and solves the problem that DVR has limited output compensation
voltage capability when the voltage sag is deep. In shallow voltage drop situations, the
energy-minimized compensation plays the dominant role. Therefore, the energy loss in
compensation is minimized. In deep voltage drop situations, the pre-sag compensation
plays the dominant role. Hence, the duration time in compensation is extended. The
integrated energy optimal compensation strategy also involves the special case that the
voltage required by the grid is beyond the maximum voltage capacity. In addition, the
compensation voltage is under the limit. Thus, the stable operation of the power grid
is ensured.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the topology of the
EOC-DVR is presented. The working principle of a traditional compensation strategy is
introduced. In Section 3, the theoretical and numerical analysis of the integrated energy
optimal compensation is carried out. The best time to switch between compensation
strategies is obtained. In Section 4, the compensation characteristics of energy minimized
compensation and pre-sag compensation are analyzed in detail. Simulation results are
shown in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. The Topology and Fundamental of EOC-DVR
2.1. The Topology of EOC-DVR

The proposed EOC-DVR is shown in Figure 1. Under the normal operation of the
power grid, the bypass switch turns off to enable EOC-DVR to enter the bypass mode.
When the line voltage drops, the bypass switch will turn on. The compensation voltage
is generated by the inverter. The PWM wave generated by the controller is transmitted
to the inverter as a control signal. Voltage is compensated into the power line by a series
transformer, then restored to the normal level.
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Figure 1. Principle diagram of the proposed EOC-DVR.

The compensation voltage of EOC-DVR is as follows:

Udvr∠ϕdvr = Ur∠0−Us∠ϕs (1)

where Us is the amplitude of the voltage sag, ϕs is the phase angle of the voltage sag, ϕr
and Ur are the references to the load voltage, and ϕDVR and UDVR are the output of the
EOC-DVR.

2.2. Fundamental of EOC-DVR Compensation

When the voltage drops, the EOC-DVR needs to compensate for the voltage and
exchange energy with the system. The EOC-DVR achieves the longest voltage sag compen-
sation time while reducing the capacity of the accumulator unit. Meanwhile, the voltage sag
can be controlled to reduce the energy exchange by selecting an appropriate compensation
strategy. There are three compensation methods for switching.

2.2.1. In-Phase Compensation

This method is to directly compensate the voltage amplitude to the initial level,
as shown in Figure 2. In-phase compensation can quickly compensate for the voltage
amplitude with minimum output voltage but does not consider the voltage phase jump.
This method is not conducive to the normal operation of the sensitive load.
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In Figure 2, IL and ϕL are the load current and power factor, respectively. UPLL is the
reference phasor of the voltage.

According to Figure 2, the voltage and amplitude of the compensation output for
EOC-DVR are:

Udvr = Ur − Us (2)

ϕdvr = ϕs (3)

The output active power can be obtained as:

Pdvr = (Ur −Us)IL cos ϕL (4)

2.2.2. The Pre-Sag Compensation

The EOC-DVR injects compensation voltage into the grid to keep the amplitude and
phase of the voltage in its initial form before the drop, as shown in Figure 3. Further, it can
ensure the continuous operation of the grid voltage and reduce the impact of voltage sag.
However, this method requires a high compensation range and a big capacity for energy
storage with low effectiveness.
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Figure 3 shows the compensation voltage of pre-sag compensation:

Udvr =
√

U2
s + U2

r − 2UsUr cos ϕs (5)

ϕdvr = −arccos(
U2

dvr + U2
r −U2

s

2UdvrUr
) (6)

The output of active power PEOC−DVR is expressed as:

Pdvr = Ur IL cos ϕL −Us IL cos(ϕL − ϕs) (7)

2.2.3. Energy Minimized Compensation

Energy minimization compensation is shown in Figure 4. It is made perpendicular to
the load current by adjusting the phase of the EOC-DVR compensation voltage. When the
load voltage amplitude remains unchanged, the EOC-DVR reduces active power output
and energy loss to extend the duration of grid voltage compensation while the load voltage
amplitude remains unchanged. When voltage dips deeply, EOC-DVR ensures that the load
voltage returns to the original state before the dip by providing active power. However,
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at this time, EOC-DVR needs to output a relatively large voltage amplitude, and the
increase in the voltage amplitude also means that more energy is consumed, so the energy
minimized compensation cannot reach the purpose of extending the voltage compensation.
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In Figure 4, the single-phase system active power under energy minimization com-
pensation is as follows:

Ps = Ur IL cos(ϕL − ϕr + ϕs) (8)

The load’s active power requirements are as follows:

PL = Ur IL cos ϕL (9)

The voltage and power of EOC-DVR are expressed as:

Udvr =
√

U2
r + U2

s − 2UsUr cos(ϕr − ϕs) (10)

Pdvr = Ur IL cos ϕL −Us IL cos(ϕL − ϕr + ϕs) (11)

3. Integrated Energy Optimal Compensation
3.1. Derivation of Integrated Energy Optimal Compensation

EOC-DVR can obtain optimal energy compensation. The lower the EOC-DVR output
active power, the slower the energy consumption will be, and the purpose of extending the
EOC-DVR compensation duration will be achieved. The energy-minimized compensation
is presented based on this principle. From the above analysis, it can be concluded that
when Us ≥ Urcos ϕL, the energy-minimized compensation can realize zero active work
compensation, and at this point, if the influence of loss is ignored, the compensation
time can be infinite. If the voltage sag is relatively deep, i.e., Us < Urcos ϕL. At that
time, the active power is already minimum, but the voltage is still high. The energy-
minimized compensation cannot ensure that the most continuous voltage compensation
can be provided under any circumstances, because the compensation duration is associated
with the power and voltage together.

The compensation time is expressed as:

T = C ∗
U2

dc − (
√

2Udvr
MN )

2

2Pdvr
(12)

where Udc is the DC voltage, C is the value of bus capacitance, M is the maximum modula-
tion ratio of the PWM, and N is the transformer variation ratio.
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Substitute Equations (2) and (4) into Equation (12), the time available for in-phase
compensation as follows:

T1 = C ∗
U2

dc − K(Ur −Us)
2

2(Ur −Us)IL cos ϕL
(13)

Substitute Equations (5) and (7) into Equation (12), the time available for pre-sag
compensation is:

T2 = C ∗
U2

dc − K(U2
s + U2

r − 2UsUr cos ϕs)

2[A−Us IL cos(ϕL − ϕs)]
(14)

where A = Ur ILcos ϕL, K = 2
(MN)2 .

Substituting Equations (10) and (11) into Equation (12), the time available for energy
minimized compensation can be calculated as:

T2 = C ∗
U2

dc − K[U2
s + U2

r − 2UsUr cos(ϕr − ϕs)]

2[A−Us IL cos(ϕL − ϕr + ϕs)]
(15)

When Us ≥ Urcos ϕL, the energy-minimized compensation can realize the infinite
length of compensation duration. Figure 5 shows the compensation duration of the three
compensation strategies when the voltage of the grid jump angle is 10◦ and the load power
angle is 30◦. Figure 5 shows that the energy-minimized compensation provides the longest
compensation duration only when the amplitude of voltage sag is small, and the pre-sag
compensation provides the longstanding compensation duration when it is deeper.
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After the above analysis of the compensation duration of the three commonly used
compensation strategies and the analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of the three
compensation strategies in Section 2.2 above, based on the advantages of energy-minimized
compensation and pre-sag compensation, this paper proposes an integrated energy optimal
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compensation strategy. When Us ≥ Urcos ϕL, the energy-minimized compensation is used
to realize the zero-active output of the EOC-DVR device; when Us < Urcos ϕL, pre-sag
compensation is used to increase the time of voltage compensation by EOC-DVR. This
compensation strategy can realize the compensation of voltage phase angle jump and the
extension of voltage compensation duration. At the same time, this strategy also considers
the special case when the required voltage of the power network exceeds the maximum
voltage provided by the EOC-DVR and considers the compensation strategy under the
limit voltage constraint. The working mode of integrated energy optimal compensation is
shown below. 

The minimum energy mode, Us ≥ Urcos ϕL
The full voltage compensation mode, Us < Urcos ϕL
The limit voltage compensation mode,Udvr ≥ Udvr max

3.2. Principle of Integrated Energy Optimal Compensation

From Figure 4, it can be deduced that when Us ≥ Urcos ϕL, the energy minimization
compensation with shallow voltage sag can always be used to find when the load current
and compensation voltage are perpendicular to each other. Then, the power injected by
the EOC-DVR into the grid is equal to 0. If PEOC−DVR < 0, the reversal phenomenon of
EOC-DVR absorbs power from the grid and causes DC voltage instability, affecting the
stable operation of EOC-DVR.

According to Equation (11), the compensation voltage of EOC-DVR is related to
the phase angle Ur of active power output. Assuming PEOC−DVR = 0, the compensated
reference voltage phase is obtained according to the following Equation (11):

ϕr = ϕL + ϕs − arccos(
Ur cos ϕL

Us
) (16)

To sum up, the compensation voltage of EOC-DVR output is expressed based on
Equatiopn (16).

The phase angle of the output voltage of EOC-DVR can be expressed as

ϕdvr =
π

2
− (ϕL − ϕr) (17)

According to Equations (1) and (17), the voltage phase angle of the grid side can be
obtained as

ϕs = arccos

 Ur√
U2

s (1 + tan2 ϕL)

 (18)

According to Equation (16), when Us ≥ Urcos ϕL, the formula is true. If the voltage
sag is too deep, Us < Urcos ϕL, the EOC-DVR device will output active power.

When Us < Urcos ϕL, as just shown in Figure 6, the energy minimization compensa-
tion continues to be used, and a relatively large voltage amplitude needs to be output at
this time. Literature has shown that the increase in the amplitude of compensation voltage
will also consume more energy, resulting in a reduction in compensation time. When
the voltage sag is relatively deep, the compensation duration of pre-sag compensation is
extended. At present, it is the best way to adopt pre-sag compensation. If the amplitude
is shallow, energy minimization compensation will be adopted. If the amplitude is deep,
pre-sag compensation is suited for use.
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3.3. Limit Voltage Compensation for Integrated Energy Optimal Compensation

When the limit compensation voltage of the EOC-DVR change, which may cause
UEOC−DVR, calculated by Equation (5), to be greater than the limit compensation voltage
of the EOC-DVR. Therefore, the integrated energy optimal compensation switches to pre-
sag compensation mode, according to the analysis in Section 2.1, when the voltage sag
is relatively deep. Thus, the limit voltage compensation is realized based on the pre-sag
compensation mode.

When voltage compensation is limited, the minimum phase jump of load side volt-
age compensation should be set as the goal, according to the rule of pre-sag compensa-
tion. Based on this goal, this paper proposes to adjust the amplitude of reference voltage
within the allowable range of load voltage and reduce the amplitude of reference volt-
age. The output limit voltage of the EOC-DVR is taken as the compensation voltage
(i.e., UEOC−DVR= UEOC−DVR max), and the load voltage after compensation determines
the load reference voltage according to no phase change. At this time, the maximum
value that the EOC-DVR can compensate for is based on ensuring that the load voltage
phase does not change. The adjustment is shown in Figure 7. The small circular arc is the
compensation range of the EOC-DVR limit voltage. Currently, the load reference voltage
can be obtained as:

U′r = Us sin ϕs +
√

U2
dvrmax − (Us sin ϕs)

2 (19)
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output limit voltage of the EOC-DVR is taken as the compensation voltage (i.e., 
UEOC-DVR = UEOC-DVR max), and the load voltage after compensation determines the load 
reference voltage according to no phase change. At this time, the maximum value that the 
EOC-DVR can compensate for is based on ensuring that the load voltage phase does not 
change. The adjustment is shown in Figure 7. The small circular arc is the compensation 
range of the EOC-DVR limit voltage. Currently, the load reference voltage can be obtained 
as: 

2 2
maxcos ( cos )r s s s sdvrU U UUϕ ϕ′ = + −  (19)

 
Figure 7. Limit voltage compensation strategy 1.

If the load reference voltage U′r determined by the above method exceeds the allowable
range of load voltage, then the output limit voltage of the EOC-DVR will be used as the
compensation voltage. In this condition, the maximum allowable voltage on the load side
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UL max is used as the reference voltage. Furthermore, U′r and ϕr need to reduce as small as
possible.

As shown in Figure 8, the small circular arc is the scope of the EOC-DVR limit compen-
sation voltage, and the large arc is the range of the load reference voltage. In Figure 7, two
compensation reference voltage phasors can be obtained at this time, and the smaller phase
is selected as the compensation voltage, which can ensure the minimum phase change of
the load after compensation.
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4. Analysis of Compensation Characteristics

To reflect the steady-state compensation characteristics of the integrated energy op-
timal compensation more intuitively, the standard unit value is adopted as the per-unit
value of each quantity. Ur is defined as the reference voltage, valuing 1 p.u. IL is defined as
the reference current, valuing 1 p.u. Additionally, the per-unit value of the grid voltage is
U∗s . The per-unit value of the compensation voltage output by EOC-DVR is U∗EOC−DVR.

4.1. Energy Minimized Compensation Model

The EOC-DVR works in the energy-minimized compensation mode, i.e., Us ≥
Urcos ϕL, the grid voltage and the PF of the load should meet U∗s > cosϕL. Then, the

power output from EOC-DVR is 0. According to Equation (10), the compensation voltage
per-unit value U∗EOC−DVR can be defined as:

U∗dvr = sin ϕL +
√

U2
s − cos2 ϕL (20)

According to Equation (20), the output voltage of the energy-minimized compensation
mode is graphically represented, as shown in Figure 9. In the figure, the x-coordinate is the
grid voltage per-unit value U∗s , the y-coordinate is the PF of load cos ϕL, and the vertical
coordinate is the compensation voltage amplitude per-unit value U∗EOC−DVR.

4.2. Pre-Sag Compensation Mode

The EOC-DVR works in the pre-sag compensation mode, i.e., Us < Urcos ϕL. From
the analysis of the phasor diagram in Figure 3, the grid voltage and the power factor of the
load should meet U∗s < cos ϕL. At this point, according to Equation (5), the compensation
per-unit value U∗EOC−DVR. of the EOC-DVR output can be calculated as:

U∗dvr =
√

1 + U∗s
2 − 2U∗s cos ϕs (21)
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Figure 9. Quantitative analysis of compensation voltage for integrated energy compensation with
Us < Urcos ϕL.

According to Equation (7), the per-unit value P∗dvr of the active power output from the
EOC-DVR is:

P∗dvr = 1−U∗s cos ϕs (22)

According to Equations (21) and (22), a graphical representation of the voltage and
power in the pre-sag compensation mode is obtained. The vertical coordinates are the
compensated voltage amplitude per-unit value U∗EOC−DVR or the output active power per-
unit value P∗EOC−DVR. The abscissa is the grid voltage per-unit value U∗s , and the ordinate
is the power factor cos ϕs of the power supply, as shown in Figure 10.
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When the EOC-DVR works in the limit compensation mode, the compensation voltage
is always the limit compensation voltage of the EOC-DVR, and the voltage amplitude is
constant, which is not represented graphically here.

It can be seen from the diagram of compensation characteristic analysis in Figures 9
and 10 that the compensation voltage and output active power of the EOC-DVR is related
to the grid voltage sag and load PF. According to the voltage and load PF in voltage sag
time, both the compensation voltage and output power of the EOC-DVR can be obtained.
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5. Simulation Verification

When the proposed control strategy is actually implemented, the compound control
is actually the combination of feed-forward control and feedback control. In the feedback
control, the output voltage of the DVR changes with the difference between the load voltage
and the rated voltage of the power grid. When the voltage drop of the power grid is deep,
the difference between the two is large, and the adjustment of the closed-loop control will
be more frequent, which puts forward higher requirements for the output capacity of the
DVR. After adding the feed-forward control of the instantaneous value of the grid voltage
on the basis of the feedback control, the feed-forward control will first pre-compensate the
sag voltage. Therefore, to validate the proposed compensation method, a simulation model
of the integrated energy optimal compensation based on the EOC-DVR is developed in
MATLAB/Simulink software. The key simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation parameters of EOC-DVR.

Parameter Value

Rated peak voltage on the grid side, Usmref/V 311

Rated frequency of grid side, f/Hz 50

Dc side rated voltage, Udc/V 400

Filter inductance, L/mH 4

Filter capacitor, C/µF 50

Load resistance, Ro/Ω 7.7

Load inductance, Lo/mH 25

Load power factor, cos ϕL 0.8

In the simulation experiment, the energy minimized compensation and the integrated
energy optimal compensation are respectively used for simulation analysis. Each group of
data is composed of four channel signals. Grid voltage, EOC-DVR compensation voltage,
compensated load voltage, and load current are arranged from top to bottom in the figure.

Figure 11 shows the results of DVR in the energy-minimized compensation. Figure 12
shows the results of EOC-DVR in other modes when the integrated energy optimal compen-
sation is adopted. From the simulation results, for integrated energy optimal compensation,
no matter which mode it works in, the compensation effect is better than the energy min-
imized compensation during the voltage sag from 0.3 to 0.5 s. From the compensation
voltage UEOC−DVR of the EOC-DVR, we can see that the phase angle of the output voltage
amplitude is significantly smaller when the energy minimized compensation is close to
0.5 s, while the compensation voltage is closer to the initial state. However, load voltage
Ur has not completely recovered to the level before, and the load voltage is restored while
using the integrated energy optimal compensation. As seen from the load current IL, the
energy-minimized compensation has caused a certain degree of interference to the work-
ing performance of the load, while the integrated energy optimal compensation has less
interference to the load so that the load can be restored to the normal working state.

Figure 13 shows the comparison between the energy minimized compensation and
the integrated energy optimal compensation’s EOC-DVR output active power. During the
voltage sag period from 0.3 to 0.5 s, the integrated energy optimal compensation can reduce
the energy loss more than the energy minimized compensation. Therefore, the purpose of
extending the voltage sag compensation duration is achieved.
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